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Abstract
The WTO Government Procurement Agreement
(GPA) is considered to be the most relevant
international legal framework when assessing public
procurement practice. The revised "sustainable" GPA
("green" technical specifications and award criteria)
entered into force April 2014. There is an argument,
according to which there is a wide margin for
purchasing public entities to consider the production
process in the context of the GPA compared to
classical WTO law. This might not be evident at first
glance from the perspective of a WTO lawyer used to
the PPM debate, but not used to the public
procurement context. The explanation is that there is
a significant difference between an import ban and
public procurement. The regulatory behaviour of
public entities leads to a limitation of the margin
wherein consumer choice can be exercised, whereas
government procurement implies choices of the public
authorities acting as consumers themselves. The
explicit reference to environmental aspects within
public procurement is perfectly in line with the new
"sustainable" in for instance in Germany meanwhile
implemented EU public procurement directives. Art.
68 of the new directive 2014/24/EU even allows the
integration of environmental externalities when
assessing lifecycle-cost. This is a considerable
mindset change. During the 90s the GPA was
interpreted as a heavy defense weapon to avoid
secondary policy goals because they can have a
potential to be abused as disguised protectionism.
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